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Recently I did a home visit on a patient I had seen while he was in acute care. He didn't have a family physician
and there was big concern that he would need to be re-admitted to hospital without collaboration between
community services and medical care. I have done house calls intermittently for over 25 years and often toy with
the idea of participating in a full-time house-call program (hopefully via bicycle!) as a final role in my career. Most
people don't realize that many family docs do house calls and they are increasingly important in helping frail
patients remain home.

As I negotiated icy sidewalks, a rough neighborhood, and two large dogs, I started thinking about bad and good
house calls I have done. Here is a short list of Do's and Don'ts I developed for myself and other docs. These
may be especially relevant for FP's who are not doing house calls regularly, but are interested in starting to do
them. Obviously, some of these are a bit idiosyncratic!

Do:

Call ahead to confirm- you don't want to get there and find that the person has forgotten you are coming

Go without saying but use your phone GPS as it is hard to see house numbers if your visit is after dark (I
remember the days of keeping a map in the glove box)

If you do your house call on a bicycle (highly recommended), lock your bike around the corner and leave your
helmet with the bike. It freaks older people out when the doctor arrives by bike!

Consider accepting a cup of tea if offered

Have a look at the photos in the person's home as they help give you a fuller idea of who the patient is

Likewise, consider how the person is functioning at home versus how they may appear to you when they come
to the office (see an earlier blog on the Negative Positive Lipstick Sign)

Look at the medications themselves, not just the medication list

Communicate with home care services; without coordination of care your visit will not be nearly as effective

Make sure the patient and family know who to call when needed and how to get hold of them as easily as
possible

Don't:

Forget to make sure your socks do not have any holes in them (if you do lots of visits, shoes that go on and off
easily are helpful)
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Forget to consider bringing extra clothes when you know the person you are visiting is a heavy smoker

Forget to bring gloves and sterile lubricant if you are seeing a palliative patient to avoid having to use double-
wrap Saran, an elastic band, and margarine (as happened to a colleague!)

Forget to take hand sanitizer, sometimes the dish towels or bathroom towels are a scary

Forget to take a death certificate if the visit is to pronounce death! Likewise, ensure you have the proper form to
ensure No Resuscitation by EMS if the patient has palliative focus or clear goals of care

Home visits can be rewarding, regardless of the challenges and the limitations of the fee schedule. They are a
core part of the Patient's Medical Home with frail people. Most of us play our cards close to our chests when
asked if we do home visits but they really can make a difference and are (almost) always appreciated. When
done in conjunction with other supports and with a goal, they can be very effective in helping patients and their
families maintain function or remain at home in the face of great challenges.
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